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Monday 9th March 2015
Wesley Conference Centre, 

220 Pitt Street, Sydney 

 

Skills for the Coaching Conversation 
Professor Tony Grant, Director of the Coaching Psychology Unit, Sydney University.
The quality of an organisation is dependent on the quality of the conversations. 
A school leader in many moments of a day is in the ‘coaching conversation’. 
This session will help you:
* recognise the specific skills of the coaching conversation
* enhance the performance and quality of life of the individual and their organisation. 
 

lMorning tea
Shakespeare’s Unforgettable Leadership Styles and Their Lessons 
John Bell, Director / Actor
Think Hamlet, and before we blink,  ‘decision making’ angst is conjured. 
Think: Julius Caesar and the ultimate backstabbing image flashes up. 
If all the world’s a stage, then the education leader plays many parts. How to navigate this 
complexity and keep the body count down? 
l

John Bell’s mastery shows research data is not the only guide to insight as he holds a
mirror up to blind spots and predicaments to understand effective leadership.
l

Decision Making 
Dan Lovallo Professor of Business Strategy at Sydney University  & senior research fellow,
University of California.
This session will offer cutting edge skills on decision making.
Changing the Culture  
 Professor Donna Cross, University Western Australia. 
 Awarded WA Australian of the Year for achievements in translating research into best practice.
This session offers:
* practical tools for the classroom and strategies of best practice for whole school culture 
* effective interventions for bullying and changing covert culture, including cyber bullying.
Lunch Break  
Influencing the Wellbeing of Young People 
Professor Ian Hickie, Executive Director, Brain & Mind Research Unit, Sydney University.
He is listed in the top 10 cultural influencers.Professor Ian Hickie will bring:
* the latest findings in understanding young people’s brain development 
* insight into maximising the conditions for young people’s growth.
l

School Leaders Improving the Academic Performance of Students
Professor Stephen Dinham,  Melbourne University. The fascinating evidenced based shift.
       

To reserve tickets for you or staff: fax the enrolment form attached to fax 1300 328 783 
or phone 1800 624 430 or email bookings@coachinginleadership.com  or www.coachinginleadership.com

 9.30am

 3.30pm

 
     

     
Developing 

Your Leadership Skills 
in Six Essential Domains

It’s not Mr Chips and it’s not Woodstock ...
  “NEW PARADIGMS FOR LEADERSHIP ”:

This event is for teachers - including principals, deputies, year advisors, heads of department.

* understand the tools of the coaching conversation with well known actors applying the skills.

 Cost of day per staff member $300 + $30 gst.  www.coachinginleadership.com  


